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1. Background to the UK wake encounter
reporting scheme
• Voluntary wake vortex reporting scheme established in the UK
in 1972.

• Purpose of the reporting scheme is to:
1. Identify particular aircraft pairs that have a significantly
higher encounter rate compared with other pairs.
2. Understand operational conditions that result in a wake
encounter.
3. Understand the affect of an encounter on civil aircraft.

2. What happens when we receive an encounter
report?
» Revised Form: SRG1423
» Published on internet
» http://www.caa.co.uk/SRG1423

» Provides information to
understand effect of vortices

» Additional information with
regards to location and Lead
aircraft
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2. What happens when we receive an encounter
report?
• All Severe wake vortex reports sent to appropriate ATC unit for
investigation and can also be checked by Wake Vortex Team.

• Inconsistent wake vortex reports checked by NATS Wake
Vortex Team.

• Use plots of radar data to visualise tracks of leader and
follower aircraft – helps to verify time when encounter
occurred.

• If not reported, the aircraft separation at the time of the
encounter can be determined.

2. What happens when we receive an encounter
report?
NATS Internal Severity Scheme

2. What happens when we receive an encounter
report?
• NATS use the UK wake encounter database to monitor current
performance by producing quarterly and annual analysis.

• Objective is to monitor the effectiveness of current spacing minima.
• Report aims to identify any significant change in rate of reported

wake vortex encounters for that year compared with previous years
– any significant changes raised with the CAA.

• Look for trends in the data (e.g. aircraft types, location, altitude,
etc).

• Analysis reports sent to CAA and NATS operations managers.
• Wake turbulence reports sent to ATC ops units as learning points.
• Feedback sent to airlines.

3. Regular monitoring and examples of analysis
• Receive approximately 200 reports per year.
• Majority are reported inbound to airports.
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3. Regular monitoring and examples of analysis
• Affect of traffic levels on number of reported encounters.
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3. Regular monitoring and examples of analysis
• Encounter Severity.
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3. Regular monitoring and examples of analysis
• Received 215 wake turbulence encounter reports in 2009.
• Of these, 56 occurred in the en-route flight phase (i.e.
>6000ft).

• A study of encounters in Oceanic airspace (NAT) revealed that
in the last 10 years, no encounters occurred between aircraft
pairs that were at the same flight level – follower always below
leader.

• Encounters reported where aircraft separated up to 15Nm.
• Currently very few encounters between Heavy and Small/Light
aircraft en-route.

4. Steps taken to improve Reporting
• Sending feedback to pilots when they report an encounter.
• Presenting at annual UK Wake Encounter Working Group
meeting.
• Attending and presenting at pilot forums, e.g. Gatwick pilots
forum.
• Issuing guidance material to ATC units and airlines on
reporting procedures and the essential information required
in a report.
• Publishing articles in aviation magazines, e.g. in Summer
2010 edition of FOCUS magazine.

Summary and Conclusions
• A voluntary wake turbulence reporting scheme can be used
to:
.
1. Monitor the effectiveness of current separation minima and file for
changes against the current ICAO wake vortex categories, e.g.
splitting of the Medium category
2. Highlight specific areas of concern, e.g. turn onto glideslope
3. Highlight potential wake turbulence risk areas in new procedures or
airspace changes.

• An effective wake turbulence reporting scheme requires
feedback to the pilots and airlines to encourage them to
continue reporting.
• NATS and the CAA are continually coming up with strategies
in order to increase ATC awareness and effective WT
reporting.

Any questions?

Matt.ROSS@nats.co.uk

